Abstract -This paper proposes a forward concurrent reasoning method for rule-based systems using the defined fuzzy colored Petri nets (FCPN). The major differences between the proposed method and the conventional ones are described as follows. Firstly, weighted inference is taken to realize a more reliable and flexible reasoning manner. Secondly, conformal partitioned matrix theory is utilized to achieve forward concurrent reasoning, improving the inference efficiency. Moreover, tokens are not removed while the enabled transitions are fired, meeting the practical cases. The aforementioned aspects are also the prominent advantages of the proposed approach. A case illustrates that the proposed approach is sound and feasible.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the graphic display and dynamic fuzzy reasoning, Fuzzy Petri nets (FPN) have been widely used in modeling [1] [2] , inference [3] [4] [5] , diagnosis [3] [4] [6] [7] , and learning [8] [9] . Nevertheless, with the increase of the scale and complexity of a rule-based system, the reasoning efficient and reliability as well as modeling ability have become intractable issues. To solve the above problems, there have been great efforts using fuzzy colored Petri nets (FCPN) for modeling and reasoning [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] due to the evident advantages of the model-space compression, compact data structure, and good mathematical foundation. For one, Rupesh Kumar [13] and coworkers reported that Expert Enhanced Coloured Fuzzy Petri Net (EECFPN) was used to model a reconfigurable manufacturing system. D. Ben-Arieh et al. [12] proposed an enhanced expert high-level colored fuzzy Petri net (EEHLCFPN) for assembly operations. Both EECFPN and EEHLCFPN remain the critical advantages of FCPN, such as the data compression and fuzzy information processing. Thus they can be viewed as the extension of FCPN. P. H. Seong et al. presented that FCPN was utilized to classify software items of a nuclear instrumentation and control system [14] , model and analyze operating procedures in the system [11] respectively. Though the approaches are very reasonable for modeling and analysis, they are a domain-specific method, and are unsuitable for a rule-based system due to their simulation and analysis manners. High-level fuzzy Petri nets (HLFPN), reported by V. R. L. Shen [10] , focused on reasoning for a rule-based system. Though dealing with discrete fuzzy membership functions (FMF) is efficient, this method may meet difficulties while dealing with continuous FMF. Furthermore, the token removed mechanism in [10] fails to reflect a practical inference process because the degrees of truth represented by tokens are not vanished while reasoning in real world cases.
Reasoning using FCPN for a rule-based system remains unexploited in the previous work so that it has not been successfully exploited. To eliminate the limitations to some extent, in this research, an attempt exploiting a defined FCPN has been made for forward reasoning. This method differing from the traditional ones are stated as follows. Firstly, weighted inference is taken to realize a more reliable and flexible reasoning manner. Secondly, conformal partitioned matrix theory is utilized to achieve forward concurrent reasoning, improving the inference efficiency. Thirdly, tokens are not removed while the related enabled transitions are fired, meeting the practical cases.
The purpose of this article is to present the forward concurrent reasoning method for rule-based systems using the defined FCPN. The main contributions of this study consist in putting forward a more reliable, efficient, and practical inference manner. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reveals the description of the proposed FCPN and conformal partitioned matrix theory. The forward concurrent inference algorithm is proposed in Section 3. Section4 presents a case to illustrate the validity and feasibility of the proposed method. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
II. RELATED DEFINITIONS AND TERMS
In this section, we firstly present some necessary definitions and related terms for reasoning using a defined FCPN.
A. Fuzzy colored Petri nets
The FCPN is defined as an 8-tuple: Although the proposed FCPN definition is similar to those of [10, [13] [14] , the meanings of some components are different from the existing ones. For instance, a place (related to Pi) represents a linguistic variable in the proposed FCPN rather than a kind of resource with certain similar properties in [13] and [14] .The transition entry i T corresponds to one or several rules in a strict manner, ensuring the mapping consistency between a rule set and its FCPN model. A weight value between zero and one denotes the importance of a fuzzy proposition in a real-world case, which reflects the practical situations. Thus, weighted inference can improve the reasoning reliability and flexibility to a certain extent. The main aim of using the defined FCPN rather than the traditional ones is to model and inference rule-based systems more properly.
B. Conformal partitioned matrices
We use the notation 
Where n m× R stands for the set of all n m × matrices over the real number field 
C. Concurrent Reasoning Algorithm
The algorithm mainly contains 3 phases: 1) FCPN model construction; 2) Determination of input and incidence matrices; 3) Concurrent computation. The algorithm will be ended when there are not enabled transitions are available.
Step 1: Construct FCPN model according to a fuzzy production rule set. A physical variable is mapped into one place, and the fuzzy linguistic values of the physical variable are mapped into the colors of a place. Assume that there are m compound places and n compound transitions in the FCPN model. Let |Cp| denotes the number of colors of a place, and |L| denotes the number of the fuzzy linguistic values of a physical variable. We have |Cp|=|L|.
Step
[ ]
Step 3: Determine the threshold vector λ
Step 4: For the k-th iteration, Consider weights to calculate the equivalent token vector ) (k H of antecedent places of each transition. Step 5: Determine enabled compound transition vector ) ( 
Step 6: If
, then go to Step 11.
Step 7: Compute enabled transition compound vector. A zero compound vector means that each component of the compound vector is a zero sub-vector.
Step 8: Compute the vector (16) where e is the unit vector with the same dimensions
Step 9: Compute the fuzzy tokens of the consequent places of the fired transitions under the state marking M. ( )
Step 10:
Step 11: Stop. In the above algorithm, （ 17 ） in Step 9 realizes the token remaining function while enabled transitions are fired. The algorithm takes advantage of conformal partitioned matrix theory to realize its forward concurrent reasoning. Table I 
IV CASE STUDY
In this section, we show an instance to illustrate the application of the proposed approach. In a welding diagnosis system, the following fuzzy production rules form a part of the knowledge base for reasoning.
Rule set:
1. If welding current(P 1 ) is high(w=1) then the molten pool(P 2 , w 2 =0.9) is deep and spatter(P 5 , w 5 =0.8) is [10] D. BenArieh [12] Rupesh Kumar [13] Han Seong Son [14] Jie Yuan Step 1: Construct the FCPN model according to the rule set. Fig.1 displays constructed FCPN model is compact and concise, which is one of the prominent advantages of the FCPN.
The token acquisition method of initial places can refer to [15] and [16] in detail.
Step 2: Establish input and output incidence matrix 
Moreover, a rule corresponds to a color of a transition, thus ( ) ( )
is a non-zero compound vector, thus proceed with performing the following steps.
Step 5: Compute the fuzzy tokens of the consequent places of the fired transitions under the state marking M.
( )
Step 6: Compute the current state marking. This case demonstrates that forward concurrent reasoning is achieved using conformal partitioned matrix theory and the defined FCPN mathematical properties. Furthermore, weighted inference is taken to this method. A weight value between zero and one denotes the importance of a fuzzy proposition in a real-world case, which reflects the practical situations. Thus, weighted inference can improve the reasoning reliability and flexibility to a certain extent. Besides, while enabled transitions are fired, the tokens associated with the antecedent places of the fired transitions remain unchanged, which meets the actual cases. The aforementioned ways are just different from those of the conventional forward reasoning methods, and are also the prominent advantages of the proposed approach.
V. CONCLUSION
In this research, we propose a forward concurrent reasoning mechanism for rule-based systems using the defined FCPN. This method differs from the traditional ones are stated as follows. Firstly, weighted inference is taken to realize a more reliable and flexible reasoning manner. Secondly, conformal partitioned matrix theory is utilized to achieve forward concurrent reasoning, improving the inference efficiency. Thirdly, tokens are not removed while the related enabled transitions are fired, meeting the practical cases. The above differences are summarized in Table I , and are also the prominent advantages of the proposed approach. A case is presented to illustrate the proposed forward reasoning method is feasible and sound.
